Abstract. Information security is a problem effected business process of an organization, so it needs special concern. Information security assessment which is good and has international standard is done using Information Security Management System (ISMS) ISO/IEC 27001:2013. In this research, the high level assessment has been done using ISO/IEC 27001:2013 to observe the strength of information secuity in Ministry of Internal Affairs. The research explains about the assessment of information security management which is built using PHP. The input data use primary and secondary data which passed observation. The process gets maturity using the assessment of ISO/IEC 27001:2013. GAP Analysis observes the condition now a days and then to get recommendation and road map. The result of this research gets all of the information security process which has not been already good enough in Ministry of Internal Affairs, gives recommendation and road map to improve part of all information system being running. It indicates that ISO/IEC 27001:2013 is good used to rate maturity of information security management. As the next analyzation, this research use Clause and Annex in ISO/IEC 27001:2013 which is suitable with condition of Data Center and Data Recovery Center, so it gets optimum res ult and solving problem of the weakness information security.
Preliminary
Management is the structure between connectivity and process which is directing and controlling the organization to achieve the goal by giving added value from utilization of information technology to balance and to compare between the risk and the result which is given by information technology and its process [1] .
Application of IT management must suitable with business needs and the result which is usually happened in the risk management improvement, communication, and connectivity between business and IT related. Application of IT management is important thing of organization or company which gives direction and control to ensure the significant infestation bringing added value. IT resources become reference of responsibility and mitigation process risk [2] .
ISO 27001:2013 is part of management system in an organization based on business risk approach that purposed to build, to implement, to operate, to observe, to maintain and to improve information security. Application of ISO/IEC 27001 allows the organization or company comparing the competition and giving relevant information about IT security [3] .
ISO/IEC 27001 known as ISMS (Information Security Management System) is the standard which identifies technical security, but as reality it is a management system, it is not technical standard of information security. There are many organizations or companies assume ISMS implementation is needed by who run in data security only, so it cause lack of awareness for data security in all sectors. To protect information is not only adding device or application, but also all of the process in using application and device must be check, that is why ISMS implementation must be applied in organizations or companies (Broderick, 2006) .
ISO 27001:2013 is standard which provides information security management system, the standard is used in the world by organization (commercials and government) as policy management and implementation of information security of organization.
ISO/IEC 27001:2013 is designed flexible for stakeholders, internally and externally as the first standing, so the framework can be more focus [4] .
The structure of ISO 27001:2013 use management principle which is called as "Deming Cycle" or more known as PDCA (Plan -Do -Check -Action) which is shown at the picture 2.7 [5, 6] .
Methods

Assessment
In data processing, the result of IT management questionnaire has connectivity to main clause process and annex. The respondents of analysis process are the stakeholders of DC and DRC in population administration information management directorate. The questionnaire calculation procedure is shown below: 1. Every assessment level has attribute processes.
Attribute process consists of some criteria which must be fulfilled based on attribute process requirements. 2. Every criteria has assessment score from 1 to 5.
The score presented achievement level which is achieved each criteria 3. The next step is accumulation of all the scores have been achieved in each level. 4. The average value must be found by Average the accumulation score. 5. The last step is the average value is divided by the biggest value, and then it is multiplied with 100. [7] . To support IT management audit, the data from questionnaire will be processed and must be done: 1. Calculation of average to each process attribute of all respondent's answer. 2. The assessment is gotten by doing the calculation of all attribute average or processes 3. Existing condition of representation information technology. The size in the model covers ordinal size and nominal size. The ordinal size is the number which means as level. Nominal size is the number which is used to sort the object from the lowest level to the highest level. The size is not giving absolute value to the object, but it is only giving sort of the level from the lowest to the highest. The next process is to implement between value and absolute value which is done by calculating to be index form using the formula which is shown below :
(1)
Analysis
Information security management system (ISMS) has plan model to assess, the steps to asses is shown at the Figure 1 . Determination of assessment activities determine coverage of the thing will be assessed which covers:
1. Obedience to the vision and mission of the organization 2. All of the asset form are the technology form, process, system, service, application, network, and software. 3. The risk assessment covers asset identification, asset definition, asset classification, asset priority, asset determination, control determination, and monitoring.
Gap analysis compares existing condition, whether ISO/IEC 27001:2013 controls have been done well, including policy, procedures, work instruction, till to the documentation. Before doing analysis, first of all the assessment must be done with interview and observation using obedience list assessment direction which is suitable with ISO/IEC 27001:2013. The formula of risk calculation criteria shown below: The matrix which is used to see the risk value is divided into 3 level; high, medium, and low. The matrix is shown in the Table 4 . 
In the control development step, this step identify existing controls in information security assets, and it is developed to get control which will decrease the incident will be appear.
Making road map
After getting risks which should be fixed, the next step is choosing control that will be used to decrease the risk. When determination of control, it is gotten vulnerability, threat, and effect. 
Result and Discussion
Data processing in application of information security management system based on ISO/IEC 27001:2013, its assessment process depend on the result of observation and evidence which is saved by the organization. Its process is shown at the Figure 2 .
After assessment process has been finished, the result of main clause is gotten and the control has been determined shown at the Figure 3 . 
Conclusions
Assessment of information security management system using ISO 27001:2013 in data center and data recovery center become optimal by choosing control. It is proved with some main clause process and control which is located in sub directorate of management data center and data recovery center still has lack of information security and it must be improved periodically.
